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Abstract 
Two approaches to deriving the interpolation theorem for narrow quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements not 
satisfying the condition Qx/hr/> Q0 > 0, QK and hr being the radius of inscribed circle and the diameter of the 
quadrilateral K, respectively, are presented. The first one, using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma, is successful only in deriving 
the L2(K)-estimate. The nonapplicability of the standard approach via the Bramble-Hilbert lemma in the case of 
H 1 (K)-estimate is presented and a fully efficient method giving the optimum rate of convergence O (h) in the H 1 (K)-norm 
is described. In the end, the dependence ofthe interpolation error on the geometry of a quadrilateral is demonstrated by
an example. 
Keywords: Narrow quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements; Interpolation theorems 
1. Introduction 
Narrow quadrilaterals, imilarly as narrow triangles atisfying the maximum angle condition, 
are useful in modelling domains of a very small width (as, for example, an air gap between rotor and 
stator in an electrical machine, or cartilage between a head and fovea of the hip joint in a human 
body). The reason why we are not interested only in narrow triangles is the following example. 
Let us consider a metal ring such that the ratio of its width and its radius is much less than one. 
Let this ring be loaded by two opposite concentrated loads of the same magnitude lying on 
a straight line passing through the center of the ring. The analytical solution of this elasticity 
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problem is known and we can compare it with the finite element solutions. We considered two 
groups of approximate solutions. The first one by means of narrow triangles with polynomials of 
the first degree and the other one by means of narrow four-node quadrilaterals. Results were 
surprising. Triangular elements completely failed while the answers obtained by four-node quadri- 
laterals were quite satisfactory. 
The aim of the paper is to present interpolation theorems for narrow four-node quadrilateral 
isoparametric finite elements and to study the applicability of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma in 
deriving these theorems. 
In 1-4] the error of interpolation by isoparametric finite elements is estimated under two 
conditions: 
h ! 
t> ao > 0, (1.1) 
Icos0~l ~ ~a < 1 (i = 1, ... ,4) (1.2) 
where h and h' stand for the longest and smallest sides of an element K, respectively, and where 
01, ..., 04 are the angles of K. In this paper conditions (1.1), (1.2) are not considered. 
We note that the Bramble-Hilbert lemma in the form introduced in [1] was first used as 
a theoretical finite element tool in [3]. Paper [3] generalized the interpolation results of [12] and 
[10] to estimates in Sobolev spaces. 
2. Notation and basic relations 
The symbol Ko will denote the closed square in the (~,)3)-plane with vertices h4rl (1, 0), A~2(0 , 0), 
A¢3(0, 1), A¢4(1, 1). The functions ~b/:(£,33) ~ •1 with 
~1(~,33)  = ~(1  - -  )3), 62(;,)3) = (1 -- ~)(1 -- f), 
~b3(R,)3) = (1 - ~))3, ~,(R,)3) = ~33 
are called bilinear basis functions; they possess the property 
A A 
~0~(M~) = 6~j 
with 6ii standing for the Kronecker delta. 
Let K be a closed convex quadrilateral in the (x, y)-plane. Let two sides of K be much longer than 
the remaining two ones and let they have no common vertex. First let us consider the case that the 
two longer sides are parallel. Let 0tK be the smallest angle of K and let us denote by M1 the vertex of 
the angle Ctr. (If K has two or four angles which can be denoted by 0tr then we have two or four 
choices.) One short side and one long side meet at M1. The other end-point of the long one will be 
denoted by M2 and the other end-point of the short one by M 4. The numbering of the vertices of 
K is thus either anticlockwise or clockwise. 
In the case of nonparallel long sides of K, the numbering of its vertices obeys a different rule. (The 
reason is quite technical, namely to enable us to prove Lemma 7.1 in all situations.) This rule is 
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based on the following simple fact: Let K be an arbitrary convex quadrilateral. Then there exists 
a parallelogram D which has three vertices in common with K and is such that K c D. Let us denote 
these three vertices by M1, M2, M3 in such a way that M1M2 and M2M3 are the sides of K with 
the property 
dist(M2,M3)<dist(M1,M2).  
The angles corresponding to the vertices M1 and M2 will be denoted by ~tX and fix, respectively. (It
may happen in this case that ~r is not the smallest angle of K (see, for example, Fig. 4).) The 
numbering of the vertices of K is again either anticlockwise or clockwise. 
The isoparametric mapping of Ko onto K has the form 
4- 4 
x = Xx(R,)3):= Z xlq)i(:x,.~), Y = yK(X,33) := Z YI~bi(X,)3), 
i=1  i=1 
where xi, Yl are the coordinates of Mi (i = 1, ...,4). As K is convex, 
a one-to-one mapping of Ko onto K. Let 
(2.1) 
transformation (2.1) is 
= 2x(x, y), ~ = ~x(x, y) (2.2) 
denote the inverse transformation to transformation (2.1). We set 
tpi(x,y) := ~i(~x(x,y), ~x(x,y)) (i = 1, ... ,4). 
If u ~ C(K) then we define the isoparametric four-node interpolant of u on K by 
(2.3) 
4- 
(Qu)(x, y) = Z u(Mi)t&(x, y). (2.4) 
i=1  
The aim of this paper is to prove the estimates 
(2.5) lu - Ouli, x   h -Jlul2,x 
where 
hx = dist(M1, M2) 
(j = 0, 1) Vu e H2(K), 
(2.6) 
and t~o, t~l are constants independent of hx and u. (H k is the standard notation for the Sobolev 
spaces H k'2 (see [8]); I'I~,K is the seminorm in HJ(K); we have H°(K)=L2(K)  and 
I" l o ,x  - II " l l o ,x . )  
The constants (~o and (~i may depend on (sin ~K)-I, (sin fix)-i, eK and 6K, where 
(2.7) eK = dist(M1, M4), fir = dist(M2, M3). 
3. Results obtained by means of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma 
The Bramble-Hilbert lemma is applicable in deriving the L2(K)-estimate of u - Qu. It is fully 
successful in the case of parallel ong sides of K. 
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(h,o) 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a narrow quadrilateral with parallel long sides (see Fig. 1) and let u e H2(K). 
Then we have 
Ilu - Qu[Io.x <, Ch~luh.x. (3.1) 
Proof. The bilinear isoparametric mapping F :Ko  = [0, 1] 2 ~ K, (x, y) = F(~, 33), is given by 
x = hE + 69cos f l - (ecos~ + 5cosf l )~f,  y = e fs in~, (3.2) 
where for notational simplicity the subscript K is omitted. For the Jacobian J(F) of (3.2) we have 
J(F) = hesin~ - e(ecos ct + 5cosfl)j3sin 0t ~ hesinct 
because , t~ <<h. For Q being the four-node isoparametric interpolant (and (~ the corresponding 
bilinear one on Ko) we have 
Ilu - Qullo,K ~ IJ(F)I~ = Ila - •allo,go, 
where 
I J(F)I~ -- sup I J(F)I ~ he sin ~. 
Ko 
By the sharp form of the Bramble-Hi lhert lemma (see [2]), 
t~2/~ 0,Ko)" 
Since 
(~2 X G32y (~2 X 632y 
~2 = ~-~ = @2 - @2 - 0, 
we have 
aX20.ro (~20.ro ~< CI t tF  ~11/ rF I2  I I--I--"----I"IO°2L---Ix'°0'K°IUlz'K' 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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where 
] (dfcos#, 6sinfl) 
(h - ¢ cosct, e sin a) 
(h,O) 
Fig. 2. 
(infl )' IJ(F-a)l  = J (F ) l  , 
8y 
[F ] l '~ ' r ° -maxsup( I t3x ' -  ro -~ O Xoy '1-~ ' ~ ')" 
As 
I J(F-1)I~ ~ (hesinct) -1, 
relations (3.3)-(3.6) imply (3.1). 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
[F] l ,~,r0 ~< Ch, 
[] 
If the long sides are not parallel then the L2(K)-estimate depends on the geometry of the 
quadrilateral K. It holds, for example: 
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a narrow quadrilateral of Fig. 2 (i.e., 6r sin fir > er sin ~x) and let u e H2(K). 
Then we have 
Sx h2 lul2,g (3.9) sin Ilu -- OUljo,r ~< C ~/e~sin~x 
Proof. The proof is a simple modification of the preceding considerations. Instead of (3.2) we have 
(for notational simplicity we omit the subscript K) 
x = h~ + p5 cos fl - ~33(5 cos fl + e cos a), y = 335 sin fl + ~p(e sin ~ - 5 sin fl) 
with the Jacobian 
J(F) = h(6sinfl + ~(esina - 5 sin fl)) - 336e sin(0t + fl). 
Using the notation (3.4)1 and (3.7) and recalling the assumption e, 5<< h, we find 
IJ(F)I~ ~ hSsinfl, I(J(F-1)lo~ ,~ (hesina) -1. (3.10) 
The remaining relations from the proof of Theorem 3.1 hold without change. 
As we again have [F]l,oo,r0 ~< Ch, relations (3.3), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.10) imply estimate (3.9). [] 
Let us now try to obtain the H 1 (K)-estimate for u - Qu via the Bramble-Hilbert lemma. Let us 
consider, for simplicity, the situation in Fig. 3. 
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esina] 
0 
K 
(h - e cos a, ¢ sin a) 
(h,0) 
Fig. 3. 
The bilinear isoparametric mapping F : Ko = [0, 1] 2 ~ K, (x, y) = F(~, )3), is now given by 
x = h~ - ~)3ecos ~, y = 33esin ~. (3.11) 
Instead of (3.3) we obtain in the case of rl'lt ~,K 
Ilu -Ou l l l . r  <~ CIJ(F-1)l~2[F"]l ,~,Ko Ila - Qalll,~o. 
By the sharp form of the Bramble-Hi lbert lemma 
I l a -Qu l l l ,Ko~<C 0~ 2 + ~-~ o,Ko " 
These two relations together with (3.6) yield 
Chic 
Ilu QulII,K <<. CIJ(F-X)l~ F 3 - [ ]L~,KolUl2,K ~<- -  lul2,K. (3.12) 
ex sin ~r 
In the case er >>- Chr, estimate (3.12) is the opt imum one. However, this is not our case and (3.12) is 
unsatisfactory. We must look for a better way of estimating. 
Thus, putting 
= t~ - Q~, (3.13) e =u - Qu, 
we have 
t3~ (h -  pecos~) ae 
0-7 = Tx' 
Hence 
h - ~e cos ~ OR 
t35 de c~e 
yc ~--7 = ( -  Re cos ~) ~xx + (e sin ~) ~--. yc 
1 t35 
~< h - ecos~ ~-~ ' (3.14) 
-~y = \By  + h -~p---eco----sct ~x]  <~ e sin ct By + 
ecos ct ~ ~ (3.15) 
h -ecosct  dx J '  
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NOW we show that the bilinear interpolant (~a satisfies on Ko hypothesis H2 of [6] in 
the form 
e--~ (P) = 0 =,. - - - -~ (P) = 0 VP e Ko, (4 = ~ or ¢ = 9). (3.16) 
If ~=~ then f i=f (p )  and (~a=f(0)(1-33)+f(1)33. If ~=p then a=V(~)  and (~a= 
g(0)(1 - ~) + g(1)~. In both cases implication (3.16) is satisfied. 
Hence, according to I-6, Lemma 2.3], there exists a linear bounded operator/1, which acts on 
constants as the identity operator (i.e. Oc = c), such that 
where [ is the identity operator; a similar result holds for d~/8~. As ([ - O)c = 0 for every constant 
c, there exists, according to the standard Bramble-Hilbert lemma, a constant ~ such that 
dy O,Xo ~< C[~--f 1,Ko" (3.17) 
Further, we have by (3.11) 
~3a Ou Ox ~u ~y ~3u ~3u 
dp - gx ~3p + gy gp - 0x ( - Re cos a) + ~yy e sin ~. 
Differentiating this relation with respect o ~ and )3, respectively, and taking the absolute values, we 
obtain (because Ih - pecos~l ~< h on Ko) 
g2t~ (~2U B2U d/-/ 
<<, ~ he+ ~ he+ -~x e, (3.18) 
( ~-~ ~ e 2 • (3.19) 
\ J tx 2 + ~x~y + Oy2 
Using (3.18) and (3.19), we estimate the right-hand side of (3.17): 
10U i,Ko 02~ 2 Gg2/~ 2 
= II IIo.,,o + o.,,o 
2 02U 2 "{- ~2 u 2 
~3e2lJ(F-1)'~{ (h2 +e )( ~ o,r ~ o,~) 
+ e ~ + Ox oJ:J  ~<6ezlJtF-')l°°(hzlulz2'r + lull.K). (3.20) 
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Next we take the L2(K)-norm of(3.15) and combine it with (3.17) and (3.20). We shall be concerned 
with only the first term on the right-hand side of (3.15) and derive 
- (es in~)  2 JK [ \0y /  + "'" dxdy  
~< (esine) 2 \110  0.K0 + ' ~ (esine) 2 + "'" 
c 
<<, ~ l J ( f ) loo[ J ( f -1 ) loo(h21u l~,x  + lul~,K + --. ). (3.21) 
For the mapping F considered (see (3.11)) the Jacobian is approximately a constant when assuming 
e, 6 << h, namely J (F) ,~ he sin e. Hence I J (F) ] ~ ] J (F -  1 )l ~ ~ 1 and inequality (3.21) gives 
~< (sin ~)--------~ (llull~,J: + "" ). 
No power of h remains; thus also this approach does not lead to the desired estimate (2.5) with 
j = 1. Both ways via the Bramble-Hi lbert lemma have failed. 
4. An approach without the use of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma 
The basic idea how to obtain (2.5) is taken from [5]: Let Pu be the linear function uniquely 
determined by the conditions 
(Pu)(Mi) = u(Mi) (i = 1,2,3). (4.1) 
Then 
3 
(Pu)(x,y) = Z u(Mi)q)i(x,y) + (Pu)(M4)~o4(x,y) 
i=1  
V (x, y) ~ K. (4.2) 
(This well-known fact, which can be easily verified by transforming both sides onto the unit square 
Ko, is the reason why the four-node isoparametric quadrilateral is very convenient for applications. 
Irons commented (4.2) with the following words: "It is important hat the four-node quadrilateral 
can reproduce the state of constant stress exactly".) Hence 
II u - Qu II ~ II u - Pu [I + I[ Pu - Qu II 
= Ilu - Pull + lu(M4) - (Pu)(M4)l'llq~411, (4.3) 
where I I ' l l  denotes either the L2(K)-norm or Hl(K)-seminorm. Relation (4.3) was used in [5] for 
deriving the interpolation error in the case of quadrilaterals degenerating into triangles; however, it 
can be also used as a starting point for our considerations. 
The estimates of the terms on the right-hand side of (4.3) for both l l ' l l  = II • IIo,K and I1"11 = I" Ix ,x  
have been obtained in [11]. They give the following results. 
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K 
M~ 
Fig. 4. 
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a narrow quadrilateral with parallel lon9 sides and such that er <<. hK/(2n) 
(n ~> 6). Let u ~ H2(K). Then we have 
C2(n) K 
Iru -- Qullo.g <~ Cl(n) + h--~-ff~r)nglu 2,K, (4.4) 
h. 
[u - Qull.r ~< Ca(n) + sin~KJsi--~r lul2.x, (4.5) 
where Qu is defined in (2.4) and Ci(n) are constants dependin9 on n only; they are decreasin9 when n is 
increasing. 
Theorem 4.2. Let K be a quadrilateral satisfyin9 the followin9 assumptions ( ee, for example, Fi9. 4): 
1 1 
6k <~ ~n hK, ek <~ ~n hK, (n >~ 6), (4.6) 
1 dist(M4,p) 
~< ~< 1, (4.7) 
2 dist(M3,p) 
where p denotes the straight line passing through M1 and M 2. Let u E H2(K). Then "we have 
C2(n) ex/~x6r "~t,2 , 
I lu- Qullo,   l(n) + - - = - -  . . . .  i,,Kl-12,K, (4.8) 
hK x/sin ~K sin flK / 
Ca(n)'~ hx 
lu - Qull,r <~ (~3(n) + sin~KJsi--n~r lul2,x, (4.9) 
where Qu is defined in (2.4) and the constants ~i(n) depend on n only; they are decreasin9 when n is 
increasing. 
Remark 4.3. According to the rule for numbering the nodes of a quadrilateral with non- 
parallel ong sides (see Section 2), the angle fir can be the smallest angle of K (see, for example, 
Fig. 4). 
In the following four sections an outline of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 is 
presented. The dependence of the constants appearing in (4.4), (4.5) and (4.8), (4.9) on n is not 
mentioned. 
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5. The  L2(K)-estimate of u - Pu 
Let us divide the quadrilateral K by the segment M~M3 into two triangles and let us consider the 
triangle with vertices MI,  M2, M3; we denote it by T. The transformation 
X = XT(S,t) :---- X2 q- (Xl -- X2)S q- (X3 -- x2)t ,  
y = yr(S, t) := Y2 + (Yl  - Y2) s + (Y3 - Y2) t 
(5.1) 
is a one-to-one mapping of the closed triangle To, which lies in the (s, t)-plane and has the vertices 
A 1(1, 0), A 2 (0, 0), A 3 (0, 1), onto the closed triangle T. The same transformation (5.1) is a one-to-one 
mapping of the quadrilateral K*, which lies in the (s, t)-plane and has the vertices A 1(1, 0), A 2 (0, 0), 
A3(0, 1), A*(ql,q2) with q~, q2 satisfying 
n - -1  1 
- -  ~< ql ~< 1, ~< q2 ~< 1, (5.2) 
n 
onto the quadrilateral K. 
Lemma 5.1. Let w6 H2(K *) and let IIw be the linear polynomial determined uniquely by 
(Hw)(Ai) = w(Ai), i=  l, 2, 3. Then 
IIw - HwlIo,K, Colwh,K,, 
where Co does not depend on w and K *. 
(5.3) 
Lemma 5.1 is a special case of [-5, Theorem 1.1]. In what follows, C will denote a generic 
constant. 
Theorem 5.2. Let u ~ H2(K). Then 
Hu - Pu IIo.K ~< Ch2lul2,r. (5.4) 
Proof. Let us set 
u*(s, t) = u(xT(s, t), yr(s,  t)). 
Then u* ~ H2(K *) and 
(Pu)* = Flu* on K*. 
Denoting by JT the Jacobian of transformation (5.1), we obtain 
II u - -  Pu  I[O,K = IJT[ 1/2 II u* - / /u*  IIo,K*, 
lu* h,w ~< CIJ71 ll/2h2lulz,K. 
These two relations and Lemma 5.1 with w = u* imply (5.4). [] 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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6. The H 1 (K )-estimate of u - Pu 
This estimate was obtained by modifications of the considerations from [7]. 
Lemma 6.1. For any v e H i (K)  and v*e  H I (K  *) satisfying a relation analogous to (5.5) (with 
v instead of u) we have 
IvlZ'x~<21Jrll ~ Os o.r. +hr  --fir-o,r. " 
Lemma 6.2. We have for all w e H2(K *) 
C ~w , ~ ~w 
where IIw is defined in Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 6.3. For any v* ~ H2(K *) and v e/-/2(K) satisfying a relation analogous to (5.5), we have 
~V* 2 
I d---~lLr* ~< 21Jr11h~(1 + 62/h2)lv12r, 
dr* 2 
- f f  I,K. 21J;  I + 
The proofs of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 are simple modifications ofthe proofs of [7, Lemma 2.4] and 
[7, Lemma 2.5], respectively. The proof of Lemma 6.2 is a modification of that of [7, Lemma 2.3], 
however, it needs ome deeper additional considerations (see [11]). 
Theorem 6.4. Let  u ~ H2(K), let Pu be the linear function satisfying (4.1) and let flK be the angle at 
the vertex M 2 of K. Then 
C 
lu - PUI1,K ~ ~ hrlul2,K. 
slnpr 
Proof. We have I Jr l  = 2 mes2 T = 6xhx sin fig. Thus, the assertion of Theorem 6.4 follows from 
Lemma 6.1 with v = u - Pu, Lemma 6.2 with w = u*, Lemma 6.3 with v = u and relation (5.6). [] 
7. The estimate of the second term of (4.3) 
First we estimate the expression l u(M4) -(Pu)(M4)I and then 11~4 II.
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Lemma 7.1. Let u ~ H2(K) and let Pu be the linear function satisfyin9 (4.1). Then 
lu(M4)-  (Pu)(M,)I <~ C ~ luh,K. (7.1) 
sin fix x/sin ~K 
Proof. (A) First we show that 
Ilvllo2,~,M, ~< C(sin~r)-a(h~ a IIvLlo2,K + hKIvl~,x) Vv ~ Ha(K). (7.2) 
For simplicity, let x,y be the Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at Ma, with the axis 
x parallel to the oriented segment MaM2 and such that y >/0 for (x,y) e K. Let x = ky be the 
equation of the straight line determined by M1 and M4. We have for v ~ C~(K) 
v(ky, y) = - ~xx (~,y)d~ + v(z,y), 
y 
where ky < z < ky + hK/2. Proceeding similarly to [9, pp. 15-16] and using the relation 
x/1 + k a = (sin ~x)- 1, 
we arrive at (7.2) for v e C~(K). (We note that hx/2 plays here the role of Ne~as' ft.) Taking the 
closure in the Hl(K)-norm, we obtain (7.2) for all v e H2(K). 
(B) Now we can easily prove (7.1). Let w e H2(K). Then 
Ic 0W , 
where 0/0o denotes the derivative in the direction M~M4. Setting v = Ow/Oa in (7.2) and combining 
the result with (7.3), we obtain 
Iw(M4) - w(Ma)l ~< C(sin ~K)-a/2 ~r (h i  1/2 Iwla.r + ~ lwh, r ) .  
This inequality with w = u - Pu and Theorem 6.4 yield (7.1). [] 
Lemma 7.2. We have 
II ~o, IIo.x ~< x/mes2 K <<. x/hx(ex sin ~x + 6K sin flx)/2 <<. x/6xhx sin fix, (7.4) 
~'e, hK (7.5) 1~041a,x ~< C xs-~nn ~x" 
Proof. Inequalities (7.4) are evident. As to (7.5), let us consider, for example, a quadrilateral K from 
Theorem 3.2 (see Fig. 2). We have 
^ 2 1~o,12 x ~ I J (F-1) l~[F]2,~,Xolq~41a,Ko ~ - -  
which implies (7.5). [] 
Chr 1~4[2Ko ~< Chr 
er sin ctr er sin ~r 
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8. The proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 yield 
[u(M4) - (Pu)(M4)['[I qJ4 IIo,~ ~< 
lu(M4) - (Pu)(M4)l'lq~4lx,K <~ 
C ex/-~x~ h21uh,r, 
hr x/sin ~r sin flK 
(8.1) 
Chx 
lu12.~. (8.2) 
sin ctr sin fir 
Inequality (4.3) combined with Theorems 5.2, 6.4 and relations (8.1), (8.2) gives Theorem 4.2 and the 
second part of Theorem 4.1. As to the first part of Theorem 4.1, it follows again from the preceding 
considerations because in this case we have 6x sin flK = er sin at. 
9. An example 
We show that the dependence of the bound on (sin~r) -1 in the estimate for [u -  Qull .r  is 
essential. (We suspect hat the dependence on (sin f ir)-  ~ is, in the case of parallel ong sides, only 
a cosmetic defect following from the chosen method of estimating.) Let 
u(x, y) = x 2 
and let us consider the quadrilateral with vertices (we omit the indices K) Ml(h,O), M2(0,0), 
M3(0, e sin ~), M4(h - e cos ~, e sin ~) (see Fig. 3). Then 
u(M1) = h 2, u(M2) = 0, u(M3) = 0, u(M4) = (h -- ~cos(~) 2, 
which gives 
Oa = h2~(1 - )3) + (h - ecos ~t)2:~)3. 
Transforming this expression from Ko onto K, we obtain 
h2x(esin~ - y) + (h -- ecosot )2xy 
Qu-  
(h sin ~ - y cos 0t)e 
Hence 
d(Qu) = xh cos ~ sin ~(e cos ~ - h) 
c~y (h sin ~ - y cos  t~) 2 
As t~u/Oy =- 0 the last relation implies 
;YI;  t = (h cos ~t sin ~(e cos ct - h)) 2 (hsine - ycos~) 4 dx dy 
cos ct {ln(h) - ln(h - e cos ct)} = h2(h - -  ECOS002 3 sin-----~ 
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By the Taylor expansion of In(1 + x) with Ixl < 1, 
ln(h)-ln(h-ecos~)= ~ l (e )  j e j=l ] h (cos )  cos 
because /h<< 1.Thus 
f-f-} o,r x//-3h /he (1 e )cos~. (u-Qu) "~ ~/sin~\ -hC°S 
This relation together with 
l ul2,K = x//-~ sin ~ x/4 -- (2e cos ~)/h 
implies 
Cl___~h lulz,K <<. c~ Qu) O,K C2h sins ~yy (u - ~< -=--sin ~ lul2,K. 
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